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vations. But you must remember when you're dealing with
that place you're vivisecting something different from a dog!
But it doesn't matter. It's only a few hundred years against
twenty thousand. It doesn't matter. Besides, the secret escapes
you! What you and your kind call Evolution I call Creation:
and it would do no harm to just remind you that those who
create can also destroy!" His voice sank, sank like a heavy
pebble thrown into deep water, and there was silence in the
room.
Something about this hush, for the wind—ghost-wind or
thunder-wind—had completely subsided, made our friend
think of his attic-room; and then, perhaps because some piece of
flooring upstairs creaked as Mr. Wye crossed his bedroom, the
fancy entered his head that he could hear his own bed in High
East Street creaking. And the effect of this fancy upon him was
to bring his wraith-love of those ten half-insane years vividly
before his mind.
It was at this point that he suddenly became uneasy as he
watched Thuella and Wizzie.
What he really had begun to be conscious of, as they all
went on drinking the man's wine, was some subtle undercurrent
between Uryen and loth the young women. His shameless
but not very astute powers of analysis were baffled by this
understanding between them which seemed to have originated
in Uryen's talk about Maiden Castle, and he could not even
feel sure whether its nature implied a common attitude between
the two girls towards Uryen or a common attitude between
Uryen and Thuella towards Wizzie.
Whatever it might be that was "up," it was at any rate some-
thing that made him feel obscurely uncomfortable. It fell in
with the almost animal-like inkling of danger—of danger to
his peace—which had come to link itself with Glymes; and it
came over him as all four women listened in silence to the ram-
bling argument between the two men, that his anxiety about
to-morrow's visit from Old Funky was quite thrown into the
background by this new and far more obscure menace.
He began to feel an unexpected sympathy for their absent
host Was it from something of the same sort, from something
that puzzled and troubled his mind in just this obscure way,
that Teucer Wye had taken refiige upstairs?
He began to wonder whether those creakings he had heard,

